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shoreline of any urban area in the world (plus a couple of islands).
Many, but not all of the rural Canada is as beautiful as a rural

America. Ashley2004May 21, 2016 at 12:09 PM I don't know if I've
played this or not. It was on Xbox Live Marketplace a lot ago.

Lvl42May 21, 2016 at 10:55 AM actually it was on the PC biggrinMay
20, 2016 at 10:26 AM I dont think it was on pc. XBOX? The only one
that im aware of having been on the PC was Half-Life 2. They also

made a Half-Life 2: Episode Two for the PC too. HalifaxSep 26, 2015
at 12:13 PM The article misses the mark This article is as incomplete
as "The Day After Tomorrow". While its a fact that water rises faster
than land, the truth is not that simple. The movie and the article are

both doing the same thing, they're just giving half-truths. Even a
cursory look at the case of Mr. Stelzer and the floods here in Halifax

shows how "facts" can be twisted as they are twisted out of context. A
good portion of our city's flooding problems stem from the lack of an
effective regional Flood Protection Strategy and water management

plan and well as uncontrolled sprawl. What will never change though,
is the fact that some of the area's rivers rise several times higher
than the low lying land. That is a fact and will be a fact no matter

what we do to prevent or mitigate it. This movie doesn't cover any of
that though and tries to make it all about a shooting range that is 700
miles away. Unfortunately the case of Roger Stelzer is just one of the
many instances of how provincial policy decisions negatively impact
our citizens and region and doesn't even address the main issue that
a lot of the city's flooding is associated with. I think people in the city

and the area forget that it is in the townships and growing outside city
limits that many of the issues are.Ernie Morales
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